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Dear Colleague,
I am pleased to present the inaugural issue of “Journal 

of Human Physiology”: a peer-reviewed, open access ac-
ademic journal of an innovative kind, which addresses the 
broad scope for outstanding achievements of the world's 
leading academic and practicing professionals in the field 
of human physiology. In connection with this, Journal will 
broadly focus on physiology, with particular emphasis on 
man with many aspects such as fertility, heredity, ageing 
and aging process, metabolism and mechanism involves 
in pathophysiology and environment and the adaptations. 
The Journal is dedicated to publish quality of article fo-
cused on innovative ideas, methodologies, and latest de-
velopments in the field of physiology, biology and disease 
in human. 

Journal of Human Physiology emphasizes the impor-
tance of the worldwide collaboration and various interdis-
ciplinary researches towards the welfare of human being. 
The journal will cover the topics include clinical and basic 
sciences relevant to the diagnostics,  novel mechanisms 
for pathophysiology, genomics, metabolomics, transcrip-
tomics, bioinformatics, microbiome, epidemiology, stem 
cell research and other novel findings in benefit to human. 

The journal accepts different kinds of manuscripts such 
as case reports, case series, new technology reports, short 
communications, original research articles, review arti-
cles, editorials, and letters to editor to provide latest and 
cutting age research to scientific community.

This is indeed an exciting moment for all of us. We 
promise that journal will go through rapid publication 
of manuscripts after rigorous peer review by eminent re-
viewers in their expertise, which will be accessible free of 
charge to the scientific community worldwide, and will fa-
cilitate widespread dissemination and impact on the field.  

As an Editor-in-Chief of this promising journal, I 
would like to thank all the authors for their excellent and 
remarkable contributions to the journal. Each issue will 
offers useful reports and articles to the clinical practitioner 
and basic researchers. We encourage both clinician and 
basic science research professionals to submit their man-
uscripts based on novel approach in the all disciplines of 
life sciences. We look forward to receive quality of man-
uscripts, which will provide current development in the 
cutting edge research for readers.


